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? 1.2 ??????????????? 1




















































• ???:national car rental?
?????????????:http://www.nationalcar.com























? 2.3 ??????????? 1
































? 2.5 ??????????? Query Suggestions
Kato???? [10][11]????????? Informational????????????? Query
Suggestions ?????????????????????Query Reformulation ??????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????Query Suggestions
?????????????Spink???? [12]???1997??? 52%?1999??? 39.6%?
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2.4Query Suggestions? Query Reformulation
2001??? 44.6%??????Query Reformulation??????????????????































? Pop-Out???????????????? Query Suggestions? Informational?????











Gutenberg Diagram??? 2.7???? 4????????????????????
• Primary optical area located in the top/left
• Strong fallow area located in the top/right
• Weak fallow area located in the bottom/left
• Terminal area located in the bottom/rights
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Rails Capture API[21] ???????????Query Suggestions ???????? [10] ??
??????? Query Suggestions???????????????????????????




? 4.1 ??????????? 1













• ?????????? QR???? 1????????????
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4.3???? Pop-Out Effect??
4.3 ???? Pop-Out Effect??
???????????????????????? Query Suggestion ?????????
??????? Query Suggestion?????????????? 3?? Pop-Out??????
Pop-Out Effect????????? Query Suggestion??????????????????
?????????????? Pop-Out Effect?????????????????????
???? Query Suggestion??????????????????????????????




?????????? 4.3?? 4.4?? 4.5?????
? 4.3 ????????????? 1(?????????)
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? 4??????????
? 4.4 ????????????? 2(QS?????)
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• ???? (Google Chrome)
• ??????? (?????????????)

















? 5.1 ???????? (TREC 2013?2014 Web Track[23][24]????)
??? ???
??? gps Find information on handheld golf gps devices?
?????? How is CTS treated?
NBA?? Who are the NBA all-time record holders?
???????? Find information about hotels in Traverse City?Michigan?
???? What commercial hair dyes are available?
??????? How do you get a ham radio license?
?? What are some of the causes for a lump in the throat?
????? Find movie reviews of "Rain Man"?
????? What is an occupational therapist?
??? What are the dangers/complications of leaving a tooth abscess untreated?
?????? Find the causes and risk factors of Barrett’s Esophagus.
????? Locate information about teddy bears by Steiff?
???? How and where do carpenter bees make their nests?
???????? What were the causes of the American revolutionary war?
?? Find commentary on Sun Tzu’s "The Art of War".
??? What do dreams about flying mean?
?????? What are the symptoms of Wilson’s disease?
??????? Find vacation packages that include golf instruction?
????????? What are the names of the cast members of the movie "Bewitched"?
????? What are examples of problems game theory can be used to solve?
?????? What is a ketogenic diet?
?????????? Which foods are rich in magnesium?
???? Does yoga help with weight loss?
???? When did flowering plants first appear?
??? How can one prevent altitude sickness?
Holes???????? Find summaries of "Holes" by Louis Sachar.
??????????????? Find information about Marshall Country Schools in West Virginia.
?????????? What is pink slime?
??????? What is Raspberry Pi?
?? What are the pros and cons of using wind power?
???????? What DVD versions of the Doctor Zhivago movie are available?
??????? What home theater system does Bose offer?
??????????? What Nicolas Cage movies can be obtained from Netflix?
????? What solar water fountains are available for garden?
???????? What are the symptoms and signs of male menopause?





































































? 6.1 ??????????????????????????????????? Query
Suggestion????????? Time to first click???
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6.2Pop-Out Effect????????????????













??????????????? Query Suggestion ??????????????????



































??????????? Query Suggestion????????????? Pop-Out??????
??????????????Query Suggestion ????????Pop-Out????????
????????????????????Query Suggestion????????? 4????
???? Query Suggestion?????????????????? Pop-Out????????
??????????????????????????????Pop-Out Effect ?????
?????????????????????????????
???Query Suggestion ???????????Pop-Out Effect ????????????
????????????????????????Query Suggestion???????Pop-Out
?????????????? 6.1????????????









































































?????? 6.3?????? 1???? Pop-Out??????????? 2???? Pop-Out
??????????????????
? 6.3 ??????????????????????? 1?????? 2???????????




2?????????? Pop-Out??????? 3????????????? Pop-Out??
????? 1???????? Pop-Out??????? 2????????????????
?????????????????????????????????Query Suggestion?
???????????????? 1???????????? 2?????????????
















































? 6.4 ????????????????????? Pop-Out?????????????
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? 6??????



















?????Pop-Out Effect ?????????????????????????? Pop-Out
Effect????????????

















































































































????????? Query Suggestion???????????? Pop-Out?????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????Query Suggestion???????????????????????









?????? Pop-Out ???????????????????????????? 55% ?
?????????????????????? Pop-Out Effet??????????????
???????????????????????????????????























































































????????????????????????????? Query Suggestion ???
??????? 3?? Pop-Out Effect??????????????????6??????
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